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Abstract
In the realm of conversational dynamics, individual idiosyncrasies challenge the suitability of a one-size-fits-all
approach for dialogue agent responses. Prior studies often assumed the speaker’s persona’s immediate availability,
a premise not universally applicable. To address this gap, we explore the Speaker Profiling in Conversations
(SPC) task, aiming to synthesize persona attributes for each dialogue participant. SPC comprises three core
subtasks: persona discovery, persona-type identification, and persona-value extraction. The first subtask identifies
persona-related utterances, the second classifies specific attributes, and the third extracts precise values for
the persona. To confront this multifaceted challenge, we’ve diligently compiled SPICE, an annotated dataset,
underpinning our thorough evaluation of diverse baseline models. Additionally, we benchmark these findings against
our innovative neural model, SPOT, presenting an exhaustive analysis encompassing a nuanced assessment of
quantitative and qualitative merits and limitations.

Keywords: Speaker profiling, personalisation, dialogue systems, dialogue understanding, natural language
processing.

1. Introduction

Understanding natural language inputs is crucial
for effective processing, as evidenced by a sub-
stantial body of work dedicated to the analysis of
standalone textual content (Schank, 1972; Pruk-
sachatkun et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2013; Bad-
jatiya et al., 2017). However, recent research
has shifted towards contextual conversational data,
emphasizing the need for mutual understanding
among speakers and leading to extensive investi-
gations in emotional analysis (Poria et al., 2019;
Jiao et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2020), intent dis-
cernment (Larson et al., 2019; Gangadharaiah and
Narayanaswamy, 2019), and dialogue act detec-
tion (Qin et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2017). This change
is driven by the growing prevalence of dialogue
agents, necessitating contextually appropriate re-
sponse generation. In this context, research has
explored the engagement of participants, includ-
ing empathetic (Lin et al., 2020; Shin et al., 2019;
Rashkin et al., 2018) and stylistic dialogue genera-
tion (Su et al., 2020; Akama et al., 2017; Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011). While such agents
enhance system appeal, there is a need to ad-
dress personalized dialogue generation, incorpo-
rating users’ personas as essential inputs (Zhang
et al., 2018; Weston et al., 2018; Roller et al., 2020;
Dinan et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020). Although per-
sona details improve response intuitiveness and
engagement (Zhang et al., 2018; Weston et al.,
2018; Roller et al., 2020; Dinan et al., 2018), the
studies in this domain assume prior persona provi-
sion, a rarity in practical applications.

To tackle the challenge of persona informa-
tion unavailability within chatbots, we embark on

(a) Explicit Persona

(b) Implicit Persona

Figure 1: Persona information in dialogues.

the task of Speaker Profiling in Conversations
(SPC). SPC is geared towards the creation of com-
prehensive profiles for all participants engaged in
a conversation, encompassing various speaker-
centric attributes, including traits, likes, and occu-
pation. To elucidate the intricacies of SPC, we
offer an illustrative depiction through two dialogues,
as showcased in Figure 1. Within the first dia-
logue (Figure 1a), Ross characterizes Joey as his
good friend, thereby establishing a friendly rap-
port between them. Furthermore, Ross explicitly
discloses his occupation, citing his role in a natu-
ral history museum within his third utterance (u3).
While the identification of overt relationship and oc-
cupational details appears straightforward in metic-
ulously curated dialogues, authentic conversations
frequently involve implicit information that poses a
formidable identification challenge. The second di-
alogue depicted in Figure 1b underscores the com-
plexity of extracting persona-related data concern-
ing one’s occupation, often demanding specialized
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knowledge to discern phrases such as ‘director’
and ‘scene’ as indicative of a profession within the
movie industry. This paper undertakes the dual re-
sponsibility of addressing both explicit and implicit
manifestations of persona identification.

The intricate task of speaker profiling unfolds into
a triad of subtasks: persona discovery, persona-
type identification, and persona-value extraction.
In the first subtask, the objective is to discern which
utterances within the conversation harbor persona-
related insights. Subsequently, the second subtask
entails the discernment of the specific persona
information type within each identified utterance.
Finally, the last subtask involves the meticulous
extraction of precise values associated with each
recognized persona type. To bolster research ef-
forts in this domain, we present SPICE1, a novel
dataset teeming with multi-party conversations,
thoughtfully adorned with annotated labels for all
three subtasks. Complementing this, we introduce
SPOT2, a neural methodology that amalgamates
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2020), Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017), and attention based methods, adept
at capturing both the minutiae of dialogue-level con-
text and the nuances of speaker-specific context
for persona discovery. In our rigorous evaluation,
SPOT outshines four baseline approaches, both in
standalone and pipeline configurations, excelling
in both subtasks. To gain deeper insights into its
efficacy, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of
the discrete components of SPOT, thereby afford-
ing a more nuanced understanding of its strengths
and limitations.

In a nutshell, our contributions are four-fold:
1. We explore the problem of Speaker Profiling

in Conversations from a new angle, where
given a dialogue as input, the task is to extract
the speaker-centric personality information of
all speakers present in the dialogue.

2. We curate SPICE, a multi-party conversation
dataset with human annotated SPC labels.

3. We benchmark it with a RoBERTa and attention
based novel model, SPOT for the SPC task.

4. We perform a comparative analysis of our
model with several baselines and establish the
superiority of SPOT.

Reproducibility: The source code for SPOT and
the SPICE dataset (partial) along with the execu-
tion instructions can be found here: bit.ly/3o4sWIU.

2. Related Work

Various studies have focused on natural language
understanding in conversations, including intent
classification (Larson et al., 2019; Gangadharaiah

1SPICE: Speaker Profiling In ConvErsation
2SPOT: Speaker PrOfiling using Transformers

and Narayanaswamy, 2019), dialogue act recogni-
tion (Qin et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2017), and emotion
analysis (Poria et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 2020; Shen
et al., 2020). The primary aim of comprehending
conversations is to develop more engaging dia-
logues. One way to achieve this is by catering to
the interests of the users. This can be illustrated
by the following example: Suppose Andrew wants
to go on a date with Lisa, and he already knows
her likes and dislikes. With this knowledge, Andrew
can not only arrange an outstanding date but also
engage in captivating conversations with Lisa. Sim-
ilarly, for online dialogue agents, such additional
information can enhance dialogue generation.

Personalised dialogue systems. It has been
widely recognized that personalization improves
the performance of dialogue systems (Weston
et al., 2018; Roller et al., 2020; Dinan et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2020; Lucas et al., 2009; Joshi et al.,
2017). While certain investigations have concen-
trated on user profiles to customize goal-oriented
dialogue systems (Lucas et al., 2009; Joshi et al.,
2017), recent research has shifted towards infor-
mal chit-chat settings. Historically, personalization,
in vector format, has been applied, exemplified by
Li et al. (2016), wherein distributed embeddings
were acquired for individual Twitter users, encapsu-
lating unique attributes like writing style and prior
experience. Subsequently, Zhang et al. (2018) in-
troduced the Persona-chat dataset, encompassing
10, 907 dyadic dialogues wherein speakers were
endowed with fictional personas, dictating their
conversational demeanor. Several studies sub-
sequently underscored the Persona-chat dataset’s
efficacy in enhancing personalization when gen-
erating responses for users (Weston et al., 2018;
Roller et al., 2020; Dinan et al., 2018). Neverthe-
less, the utility of persona data for dialogue genera-
tion necessitates careful consideration, as it should
not be assumed to be readily accessible.

Persona identification in dialogues. Many
studies have dealt with identifying most fitting per-
sona for a speaker using classification mechanism,
where given a dialogue, the task is to classify each
speaker into one of the persona categories (Chu
et al., 2018; Gu et al., 2021). Other studies try to
extract speaker qualities from the given dialogues
(Tigunova et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019).

How is Our Task Different? Several studies
have attempted to extract speaker characteristics
from dialogues, as previously noted. To illustrate
the differences between these studies, Figure 2
presents a sample dialogue. Tigunova et al. (2019)
extracted four types of persona information, in-
cluding profession, gender, age, and family sta-
tus, while Wu et al. (2019) extracted information in
the form of triplets, both of which used heuristics
to collect ground-truth labels without the use of

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cw1iglf3BueUUbGBNKhKW1UZo22uTCPS?usp=sharing
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Figure 2: Difference between speaker profiling in
conversation (proposed) and related works.

human-level gold labels. In contrast, our solution is
based on human-annotated ground-truth labelling,
which ensures cleaner and less noisy data. It is
important to note that while Wu et al. (2019) is only
able to handle dyadic conversations, our task can
also handle multi-party scenarios. Gu et al. (2021)
projected the task of speaker profiling as a classi-
fication task, determining the ranking among the
available personalities and assigning the most ap-
propriate identity to the dialogue where a speaker
can only be assigned a pre-existing persona. In
contrast, our proposed work extracts persona on
the fly in a generative way.

3. Problem Statement

The task of SPC can be conceptualized as a syn-
thesis of three subtasks. Formally, we define the
subtasks below:
• Persona discovery: Given a sequence of n

utterances as a dialogue, D = {u1, u2, . . . , un},
in a multiparty conversation where ui represents
the ith utterance of the dialogue, we associate a
binary label with ui, i ∈ [1, n], signifying whether
ui contains a persona information of the speaker
articulating that utterance.

• Persona-type identification: Given an instance,
Ip = {u1, u2, ..., um}, where um is identified as
an utterance containing persona information, we
associate a label p, which represents what type
of persona is present in the concerned utterance.
Here, p belongs to a set of carefully curated pos-
sible persona types P . Section 4 elaborates on
the types of persona we consider.

• Persona-value extraction: Given an instance,
Iv = {u1, u2, ..., um}, where um contains informa-
tion about the presence of persona information
and persona type p, the task is to extract the
exact persona value v associated with p from Iv.

Set #Dlg #Utt #Sp/Dlg #P Utt #P Utt/Dlg
Train 1039 9989 2.70 1005 0.96
Dev 114 1109 3.01 109 0.96
Test 280 1983 2.66 305 1.09

Set #Persona Slot
Trait Likes Relation Occ Misc

Train 389 244 107 89 179
Dev 32 36 10 10 24
Test 120 88 28 18 53

Table 1: Statistics of SPICE. (Dlg: Dialogue; Utt:
Utterance; Sp: Speaker; P Utt: Persona Utterance)

4. Dataset

We introduce a new dataset, SPICE, tailored for
speaker profiling in multi-party dialogues. Leverag-
ing conversations extracted from the MELD dataset
(Poria et al., 2018), we meticulously annotate
each utterance for our designated task. Follow-
ing MELD’s original train-dev-test distribution, we
undertake three subtasks for annotation.
• Persona discovery : We identify the presence

of persona information in each utterance of the
dialogue by marking it as ‘yes’ in this subtask.

• Persona-type identification: We associate a type
of persona with each utterance marked as ‘yes’
in the previous phase, within this subtask. Follow-
ing a comprehensive analysis of each conversa-
tion in the dataset, we define five persona types
- trait, likes, relation, occupation, and misc - to
encapsulate various personality characteristics
of the speakers.

• Persona-value extraction: In this subtask, we ex-
tract persona values from the given instance for
each identified persona type. These values may
include a span from the input (e.g., for occupa-
tion), reference to another speaker present in the
conversation (e.g., for relationship), or something
inferred from the context (e.g., for trait).
Three annotators3 were engaged in annotating

SPICE. The initial two annotators assigned rele-
vant persona labels to dialogue utterances, with
any discrepancies resolved by the third annota-
tor. Inter-annotator agreement was assessed us-
ing Krippendorff’s Alpha (Krippendorff, 2011). For
persona discovery, an inter-annotator agreement
score of 0.83 was attained, while persona-type
identification achieved an agreement score of 0.71.
Refer to Table 1 for dataset statistics, including the
persona type distribution within SPICE.

5. Proposed Methodology

In this section, we illustrate SPOT, our proposed
method to benchmark the task and the dataset.

3They were NLP researchers or linguistics by profes-
sion; and their age ranges between 20− 45 years.
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SPOT constitutes three subtasks – persona discov-
ery, persona-type identification, and persona-value
extraction.

5.1. Persona Discovery

In this stage, we employ a RoBERTa encoder (Liu
et al., 2020) to capture dialogue-level contextual
information, as illustrated in Figure 3. The model
input comprises a sequence of utterances form-
ing the dialogue, denoted as D = {u1, u2, ..., um}.
Subsequently, the dialogue-level representations
are fed into fully-connected layers for classification.
It’s noteworthy that SPICE, resembling a real world
scenario, exhibits an inherent skew towards utter-
ances lacking persona information. To address
this imbalance, we apply the SMOTE upsampling
technique (Chawla et al., 2002) to boost the repre-
sentation of persona-related utterances.

5.2. Persona-type Identification

With a clear identification of persona-bearing ut-
terances within the dialogue, the focus shifts
to the subsequent subtask. This phase pro-
cesses a sequence of utterances denoted as I =
{u1, u2, ..., uk}, where uk signifies the target utter-
ance, i.e., the one containing persona information,
while u1, u2, ..., uk−1 encompass the contextual ut-
terances. For this task, our proposition integrates
a fusion of RoBERTa and Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) elements, as depicted in Figure 3.
Dialogue representation. Every utterance uj

within the input sequence I undergoes processing
via a Transformer layer to yield its representation.
Speaker-specific representation. In our quest
to proficiently encapsulate the speaker sequence
within a dialogue, we implement distinct Trans-
former encoder layers, one for each participating
speaker in the discourse, thus yielding contextually
tailored speaker-specific representations. Each
of these speaker-specific encoders receives input
from the utterance representations that are specific
to the respective speaker i.
Attention. The creation of a speaker-aware rep-
resentation, denoted as HSAR, hinges on the ju-
dicious application of attention mechanisms (Bah-
danau et al., 2014) that facilitate the integration
of speaker-specific representations with the target
representation. In a parallel fashion, the derivation
of a context-aware representation, designated as
HCAR, transpires seamlessly. Building upon this
foundation, we embark on the synthesis of a global
attention representation, denoted as HGAR, serv-
ing as the cohesive fusion point for the speaker-
aware and context-aware representations.
Adaptive decision boundary. Additionally, to cap-
ture the dialogue-level context effectively, we for-
ward the RoBERTa embeddings to the model as a

skip connection. Finally, we acquire the adaptive
decision boundary for the persona classes through
a k-means (Lloyd, 1982; MacQueen et al., 1967)
methodology. Moreover, for the optimization of
decision boundaries specific to each class and to
achieve maximal class separation, we employ the
innovative boundary loss (Zhang et al., 2021). The
loss is computed using the following equation:

Lb =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[∆i(||zi − cyi||2 − δyi)+

(1−∆i)(δyi − ||zi − cyi||2)]

where N is the total number of samples in our set,
zi is the representation of the ith instance, cyi is
the centroid for class yi, and δyi is the radius for
class yi. Here,

∆i =

{
1, if ||zi − cyi||2 > δyi
0, if ||zi − cyi||2 ≤ δyi

5.3. Persona-value Extraction

In the culmination of shaping a speaker profile,
the extraction of persona values for designated
persona types within a dialogue emerges as the
ultimate stride. Notably, these persona values
can be conjectured from the input, often lacking
specific constraints. Consequently, we adopt an
encoder-decoder framework aligned with a genera-
tive objective to undertake this task effectively. This
endeavor hinges upon adeptly encompassing the
entirety of the conversation to grasp its essence,
the contextual utterances to assimilate contextual
knowledge, and the focal utterance, as it consti-
tutes the primary wellspring for persona attributes.

In our approach, we employ a BART encoder
(Lewis et al., 2020) to meticulously encode the con-
text, target, and dialogue utterances, resulting in
c, t, and d, respectively. These representations
undergo a pivotal phase where an attention mech-
anism amalgamates the key kc and value vc ex-
tracted from the context representation with the
query qt derived from the target utterance. This
sophisticated interplay encapsulates the dynamic
interaction between the target utterance and con-
textual utterances, thereby adeptly capturing the
context-driven persona nuances embedded in the
target utterance. The resultant representation is
seamlessly integrated with the dialogue represen-
tation, and subsequently channeled into the BART
decoder for the generation of output.

6. Experiments and Results

6.1. Experimental Setup

We perform experiments for all three subtasks of
speaker profiling in two settings – standalone and
pipeline. Following sections present both settings.
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Figure 3: Persona discovery : The utterance representations obtained from dialogue-level RoBERTa
are used for classification. Persona-type identification: Utterance representations are obtained from
Dialogue-level Transformers and the speaker-specific Transformers. After receiving the representation
from context, speaker, and global attention mechanism, the final representation is used to obtain adaptive
decision boundary. We initialize the centroids {ci}Ki=1 and the radius of decision boundaries {δ}Ki=1 for
each persona type and use the boundary loss for optimisation. Persona-value extraction: The context,
target utterance, and the complete dialogue is transformed using a BART encoder following which
attention is applied to get target attended vectors. Finally a concatenated vector is sent to the BART
decoder for output generation.

Standalone Evaluation. In this configuration, the
distinct phases’ models are individually trained and
assessed. To elucidate, in the persona discov-
ery phase, all dialogues undergo processing by
SPOT, meticulously scrutinizing each utterance for
persona-related cues. Transitioning to persona-
type identification, we strictly adhere to the ground-
truth, selectively forwarding solely the persona-
laden utterances, alongside their contextual infor-
mation, to the model, as visually depicted in Figure
3. Ultimately, when it comes to persona-value ex-
traction, we furnish SPOT with the ground truth per-
sona categories, together with the persona-imbued
utterances and their contextual backdrop, thereby
enabling the precise extraction of persona values.
Pipeline evaluation. In this context, the persona
discovery process aligns with the standalone setup.
Yet, in the persona-type identification phase, we ex-
clusively supply the model with the utterances pin-
pointed as persona-bearing in the preceding sub-
task, without adhering to the ground truth. Subse-
quently, the results yielded from the second phase
serve as input for the ultimate persona-value ex-
traction task, devoid of any ground-truth reference.
Baseline methods. Given that persona discovery
and persona-type identification are classification-
oriented tasks, we have leveraged four classifi-
cation baselines that are originally designed for
akin tasks like emotion detection and dialogue-act
identification. BERT: BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) (Devlin et al.,
2018) is encoder stack of transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017). We use pre-trained BERT

base and fine-tune it for our tasks. RoBERTa:
RoBERTa (Robust BERT) (Liu et al., 2020) extends
upon BERT by adjusting critical hyperparameters,
eliminating the next-sentence pretraining task, and
utilizing significantly larger mini-batches and learn-
ing rates during training. DialogXL: Shen et al.
(Shen et al., 2020) modified XLNet by changing
the segment-level recurrence mechanism to an
utterance-level recurrence mechanism so that XL-
Net could be mapped to a dialogue setting. They
also incorporated dialogue-aware self-attention to
capture the intra- and inter-speaker dependencies
in a conversation. Co-GAT: Qin et al. (Qin et al.,
2020) proposed a co-interactive graph interaction
layer with cross-utterance and cross-tasks connec-
tions. AGHMN: Jiao et al. (Jiao et al., 2020) used
an attention-based GRU to monitor the flow of in-
formation through a hierarchical memory network.
The attention weights are calculated over the con-
textual utterances in the conversation and com-
bined for the final classification.

For the third subtask of persona-value extraction,
we consider sequence-to-sequence models for
comparison. RNN: OpenNMT5 provides with an
implementation of the RNN seq-to-seq architecture
which we use in our study. Transformers: We use
the standard encoder and decoder stack to gen-
erate the output (Vaswani et al., 2017). Pointer
Generator Network (PGN): The standard seq-
to-seq architecture supporting both generation of
new words as well as copying words from input
(See et al., 2017). BART: BART (Lewis et al.,
2020) contains a bidirectional encoder and an auto-
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Systems Persona Discovery Persona-type Identification
P R F1 Trait Likes Rel Misc Occ Wtd

BERT 0.17 0.72 0.27 0.48 0.0 0.09 0.24 0.05 0.24
RoBERTa 0.20 0.56 0.29 0.51 0.17 0.11 0.26 0.04 0.27
DialogXL 0.45 0.23 0.31 0.52 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.18
Co-GAT 0.15 0.94 0.27 0.50 0.35 0.06 0.14 0.05 0.33
AGHMN 0.43 0.14 0.21 0.56 0.58 0.38 0.26 0.25 0.48
SPOT 0.47 0.58 0.52 0.61 0.63 0.49 0.35 0.31 0.56

Table 2: Comparative results for standalone eval-
uation. (P: Precison; R: Recall; Rel: Relationship;
Occ: Occupation; Wtd: Weighted F1 score.)

Systems Persona Discovery Persona-slot Identification
P R F1 Trait Likes Rel Misc Occ Wtd

BERT 0.17 0.72 0.27 0.12 0.0 0.05 0.07 0.0 0.07
RoBERTa 0.20 0.56 0.29 0.14 0.02 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.09
DialogXL 0.45 0.23 0.31 0.33 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07
Co-GAT 0.15 0.94 0.27 0.31 0.26 0.0 0.07 0.0 0.15
AGHMN 0.43 0.14 0.21 0.48 0.43 0.41 0.21 0.16 0.40
SPOT 0.47 0.58 0.52 0.57 0.52 0.38 0.28 0.24 0.46

Table 3: Comparative results for pipeline evaluation.
(P: Precison; R: Recall; Rel: Relationship; Occ:
Occupation; Wtd: Weighted F1 score.)

regressive decoder to create a denoising auto-
encoder model. T5: T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) is
a seq-to-seq model trained on a mixture of unsu-
pervised and supervised tasks.
Evaluation metrics. Since the first two subtasks
are multi-class classification problems, we use F1
score as our choice of evaluation metric. We con-
sider F1 score of the positive class for the task
of persona discovery, while weighted F1 score is
used for persona type identification. On the other
hand, since the task of persona-value extraction
follows a generative objective, we use the ROUGE
(Lin, 2004) and the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
scores to gauge the performance of the systems.

6.2. Results

Standalone evaluation. We evaluate SPOT for all
subtasks of SPC separately and show the results
in Table 2 and Table 4.
• Persona discovery : We train SPOT as a binary

classifier using cross-entropy loss. We obtain
52% F1 score, which is ∼ 21% better than the
best baseline, DialogXL, as can be seen in Table
2. The gain in performance can be attributed
to the efficient way we use different modules in
our architecture to capture different essence of
a conversation. It is interesting to observe that
Co-GAT produce the best performance in terms
of recall scores while SPOT holds a balance be-
tween precision and recall to obtain the highest
F1 score, which is our metric of choice due to
the class imbalance present in our data.

• Persona-type identification: We use boundary
loss (Zhang et al., 2021) to train SPOT for this
task. Table 2 shows that SPOT yields a weighted
average of 56% F1-score with the maximum
score for persona-type likes. AGHMN, the best
baseline, results in a weighted average of 48%
F1-score, which is ∼ 8% less than SPOT. We ob-

Models Standalone Pipeline
R1 R2 B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 B1 B2 B3

RNN 26.85 2.28 24.78 1.48 0.36 19.64 0.37 18.98 0.36 1.12
Transformer 26.02 2.37 23.93 1.54 0.58 19.48 0.70 18.82 0.69 2.05

PGN 24.40 1.59 23.12 1.08 0.36 17.11 0.49 16.13 0.33 9.28
BART 28.93 2.16 27.23 1.51 0.36 22.41 1.01 21.37 0.80 0.08

T5 15.07 0.0 14.90 2.25 1.20 11.62 0.37 11.51 0.36 1.12
SPOT 29.51 2.97 27.16 2.27 0.60 23.40 0.60 22.12 1.12 0.08

Table 4: Comparative results for standalone and
pipeline evaluation for persona-value extraction.
(R1/2: ROUGE1/2; B1/2/3: BLEU1/2/3)

Systems Trait Likes Relation Misc Occ Weighted
SPOTBase 0.36 0.27 0.22 0.23 0.07 0.28

SPOTBase+RoBERTA 0.56 0.53 0.45 0.40 0.26 0.49
SPOT 0.61 0.63 0.49 0.35 0.31 0.56

Table 5: Ablation results for persona-type identifi-
cation. (Misc: Miscellaneous; Occ: Occupation)

serve that SPOT achieves the best F1-score for
all persona slots showcasing a global dominance
of our system. It is interesting to observe that our
model performs quite well across the persona
slots that are dominantly present in our data and
consistently decreases for the slots based on
their availability in the data.

• Persona-value extraction: Using a generative ob-
jective, we obtain the results by SPOT for this
subtask. Table 4 demonstrates that SPOT outper-
forms the baselines by around 1% for all metrics
except BLEU 1 and BLEU 3.

Pipeline evaluation. Tables 3 and 4 show the
performance obtained by our model along with the
baseline scores. For the task of persona discov-
ery, we obtain the same results as standalone due
to the same type of input and evaluation strate-
gies. However, we observe a performance drop
of ∼ 10% for the persona-type identification task
and a drop of at most ∼ 6% for the persona-value
extraction task when compared to the standalone
results. This is expected as the erroneous predic-
tions from the previous stage may propagate to
the next stage. Nevertheless, when compared to
the baseline systems, our proposed mechanism
gives the best score, with an increase of ∼ 6%
over the best baseline and ∼ 39% over the worst
performing baseline for the former task (c.f. Table
3). Apart from relation, SPOT performs the best for
all persona slots. While for the last subtask, we
obtain an improvement of ∼ 1% over the baselines.
Consequently, we establish that SPOT is able to
capture the essence of persona more clearly when
compared with the baseline systems.

6.3. Ablation Study

SPOT captures two primary aspects of a dialogue
– the dialogue context and the speaker seman-
tics. To capture the dialogue-level context, we
use SPOTBase, containing the dialogue-level Trans-
former followed by context HCAR, and global at-
tention representation HGAR. We reinforce the
dialogue context by using the RoBERTa represen-
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Predicted
No Yes

Tr
ue No 1191 487

Yes 121 184
(a) SPOT

Predicted
No Yes

Tr
ue No 1594 84

Yes 235 70
(b) DialogXL

Table 6: Confusion matrices for SPOT and Di-
alogXL (best baseline) for the persona discovery
task.

Predicted
Trait Occ Misc Likes Relation

Tr
ue

Trait 72/65 8/11 10/10 22/23 6/9
Occ 4/5 8/6 3/3 2/3 1/1
Misc 16/16 7/8 17/12 5/7 8/10
Likes 24/25 2/5 3/4 55/51 4/3
Relation 3/3 0/0 7/8 3/5 17/12

Table 7: Confusion matrices for the persona-type
identification task. Each cell represents value like
{SPOT/AGHM}.

tation as a skip connection in this architecture,
SPOTBase+RoBERTa. Speaker semantics are cap-
tured by the speaker-specific Transformers and
attention representation HSAR. We add these mod-
ules in our final model, SPOT. We observe that the
addition of the RoBERTa representation improves
the performance of our model considerably (21%)
while the addition of speaker module improves it
further (7%) verifying the use of each module.

7. Error Analysis

In this section, we present a detailed analysis of
the results obtained for SPOT. We first show the
quantitative analysis by analysing the confusion
matrices obtained. After this, we show a quali-
tative analysis by observing a few test samples
and their predicted persona slots and values. We
also pick some predicted examples to illustrate the
shortcomings of our approach and give a possible
direction for future research.

7.1. Quantitative Analysis

Persona discovery. Table 6 presents the con-
fusion matrices for SPOT and the best performing
baseline, DialogXL. SPOT correctly predicts 184 out
of 305 positive instances (60.3%) while DialogXL is
only able to predict 70 (22.9%). Although DialogXL
performs poorly while identifying the true positives,
it does a better job in identifying the true nega-
tives. It is able to correctly classify 1594 instances
as negative (94.9%), whereas SPOT predicts only
1191 true negative instances (70.9%).
Persona-type identification. We compare the
confusion matrices obtained by SPOT and the best
baseline for this subtask, AGHMN in Table 7. Both
the models produce a comparable performance
with maximum accurate predictions for the persona-
type trait. Moreover, we observe that the classes

# Speaker Utterance PD
True Pred

1 Chandler We’re in a relationship? 0 1
2 Danny So you like the short hair better? 0 1
3 Rachel Yeah. Oh! Was how you invented

the cotton gin?!
0 1

4 Phoebe Well, so, umm, anyway umm, I’ve
been, I’ve been looking for my Fa-
ther, and umm, have you heard
from him, or seen him?

0 1

5 Janice So, I hear, you hate me? 0 1

(a) Persona does not lie in questions.

# Speaker Utterance PD
True Pred

1 Monica Oh my god, I am losing my mind. 0 1
2 Phoebe Because we’re girls. 0 1
3 Monica No, Phoebe, I’ll tell you what, if you

get ready now I’ll let you play it at
the wedding.

0 1

4 Leslie My best shoes, so good to me. 0 1
5 Chandler Okay uh, for now, temporarily, you

can call me, Clint.
0 1

(b) Persona is not temporary/trivial attributes.

Table 8: Examples of false positives by SPOTfor
the Persona Discovery (PD) task.

likes and trait are most confused, followed by likes,
relation, misc and occupation for SPOT as well as
for AGHMN, while occupation and relation are least
confused among all classes.

7.2. Common Errors by SPOT

False positives. While attaining a decent value
for true positives, SPOT obtains a significant value
of false positives (487) for persona discovery (c.f.
Table 6). We analyse the type of misclassified
instances and observe that SPOT often identifies
utterances containing questions as having persona
information. For example, the utterance ‘We’re in a
relationship?’ is marked as a positive instance for
persona discovery when in true sense, its answer
was the one carrying persona. Table 8 presents
similar examples. This phenomenon can be at-
tributed to the presence of words such as ‘rela-
tionship’ (instance 1), ‘like’ (instance 2), or ‘father’
(instance 4) in the utterances as these words may
hint towards the presence of explicit persona in-
formation in a statement. In addition, SPOT fre-
quently predicts the utterances expressing a tem-
porary/trivial state for the speaker as containing
persona information. For instance, the utterance
‘Oh my god, I am losing my mind.’ is marked as
the one containing persona information. We show
more such instances in Table 8. Future work could
be done to handle such cases of false positives.
False negatives. In addition to falsely identifying
utterances containing no persona information as
positive instances, SPOT identifies 121 true positive
instances as belonging to the negative class. We
analyse the misclassified positive instances and
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# Speaker Utterance
Persona Discovery Persona Type Identification

True Predicted True Predicted
SPOT DialogXL SPOT AGHMN

u1 Rachel Everybody, this is Paolo, Paolo, I want you to
meet my friends. This is Monica

Yes Yes No relationship relationship likes

u2 Monica Hi! No No No - -
u3 Rachel And Joey... Yes No Yes relationship relationship relationship
u4 Monica Hi! No No No - -
u5 Rachel And Ross... Yes Yes Yes relationship trait likes
u6 Monica Hi! No No Yes - -

Table 9: Actual and predicted labels for the persona discovery and persona type identification tasks.
DialogXL and AGHM are the best performing baseline for the respective tasks.

# # Speaker Utterance PD
True Pred

1 u1 Ross Okay! All right! Now, Chandler you-
you wanna live with Monica, right?

0 1

u2 Chandler Yeah, I do. 1 0

2 u1 Judge So based on your petition you
are seeking an annulment on the
grounds that Mr. Geller is mentally
unstable?

1 1

u2 Ross Fine, I’m mentally unstable. 1 0

3 u1 Ross Are you intrigued? 0 0
u2 Chandler You’re flingin’-flangin’ right I am! 1 0

4 u1 Rachel Why, does she have a bad person-
ality?

1 1

u2 Phoebe Oh no, Bonnie’s the best! 1 0

5 u1 Chandler Soo, ah, Eric, what kind of photog-
raphy do ya do?

0 0

u2 Eric Oh, mostly fashion, so there may
be models here from time to time,
I hope that’s cool.

1 0

(a) Persona lies in answer to a question.

# Speaker Utterance PD
True Pred

1 Joey Ya see, it’s just, see I was a regular
on a soap opera y’know?

1 0

2 Joey Awww, one of my students got an
audition. I’m so proud.

1 0

3 Joey Yeah but we won’t be able to like
get up in the middle of the night
and have those long talks about
our feelings and the future.

1 0

4 Janice Oh, Chandler, look. You and Mon-
ica are meant to have children. I
am sure it’s gonna be just fine.

1 0

5 Steve Umm, see, I was thinking maybe
you two could switch apartments
because Phoebe’s more our kind
of people.

1 0

(b) Persona is implicit.

Table 10: Examples of false negatives by SPOTfor
the Persona Discovery (PD) task.

identify two situations where such misclassifica-
tions happen. When the persona information is
present in the answer to a question, it is often mis-
classified by SPOT. For example, in the dialogue
‘Ross: Okay! All right! Now, Chandler you-you
wanna live with Monica, right? Chandler: Yeah,
I do.’, Chandler’s utterance contains information
about his persona (relationship with Monica), but
SPOT is unable to identify this instance correctly.
Table 10 highlights similar examples from SPICE.
Furthermore, SPOT often misclassifies instances
where the persona information is implicit in nature.
For instance, the utterance ‘Ya see, it’s just, see I
was a regular on a soap opera y’know?’ contains

persona information (that the speaker’s occupation
is an actor); however, SPOT is not able to relate the
phrase ‘soap opera’ to occupation and thus does
not mark the instance as having persona informa-
tion. Supporting examples are shown in Table 10.

7.3. Qualitative Analysis

This section presents a subjective analysis of the
quality of predictions made by SPOT and the best
baselines, based on a sample dialogue from the
test set. The dialogue contains six utterances,
where utterances u1, u3, and u5 are identified as
having the persona type relationship, as shown in
Table 9. In the first subtask of persona discovery,
SPOT correctly identifies two positive instances out
of the total three, while the best baseline, DialogXL,
only identifies one such instance. However, both
SPOT and DialogXL misclassify one utterance as
false negative.

Moving on to the second subtask of persona-
type identification, SPOT correctly classifies two
instances of persona-type relationship but misclas-
sifies one instance as trait. On the other hand, the
best baseline, AGHMN, only predicts one correct
class and misclassifies the others as likes.

8. Conclusion

In this study, we delved into the intricate task of
speaker profiling within conversations, with the
goal of unearthing persona information linked to
each participant. This undertaking was subdi-
vided into three distinct subtasks: persona dis-
covery, persona-type identification, and persona-
value extraction. To facilitate our research, we
introduced a novel dataset named SPICE, meticu-
lously designed to serve as a benchmark for this
purpose. Moreover, we introduced SPOT, a sophis-
ticated neural approach that harnessed RoBERTa,
Transformer, and specialised attention modules
to adeptly capture both the conversational con-
text and speaker-specific semantics. Concurrently,
we adapted several cutting-edge models for com-
parative evaluation. Our rigorous experimentation
unveiled the supremacy of SPOTover these alterna-
tives. In addition, we conducted a comprehensive
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ablation study, justifying the utility of each com-
ponent within SPOT. Strengthening our findings,
we presented error analyses, including confusion
matrices and qualitative predictions. Furthermore,
we candidly acknowledged the limitations of SPOT,
exemplified through test set samples from SPICE.
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